
SITE PROGRESS REPORT 

Greetings from the MGKB site Team: 

This report is to highlight on the progress on site works as from 23th Jan 2023 to 29th Jan 2023 

Targets last week were; 

• Renovation on the roof specially the leaking parts - but no proof in report
• Electrical, first fix - photos in report half way  OK
• Plumbing first fix- only one photo in report half way OK
• Windows and door delivery - only one photo, 30 % OK

Progress in Details 

Renovation of Roof; (0%) 

The roof renovation wasn’t done this week because of lack of water proof material(self-adhesive membrane ) as this was 

out of stock and will have to wait for another shipping which will drag us back nevertheless the roof will be worked on 

next week as we sourced an equally potential material for water proofing called INSUGUARD and with this we shall be 

in position to start on the roof next week - George what you build there does not look good - i am not sure that layers of 
thick tar can heal that - unscrew some metal sheets to do a test in one area - i want 100 % film before / after work done.

Electrical, First fix; (100%) 

 Am happy to report that all electrical first fix were done and completed in time as planned and now we shall be looking 

forward to advancing on other works  - that looks all good - test wirering - than do plaster works - show fuse box



Plumbing, first fix; (100%)  - show photos of all pluming work - we want to see that comletely - where pipes are

Am as well so please to report that all plumbing pipework was done and finished and are ready for the next phase 

 Windows and doors; (80%) 

The fabrication of the doors and windows is almost done but we managed to at least finish on this activity 80% 

and hoping for it to be delivered to site as soon as possible - is that the window frames you bought ? - make sure
they get good color coating and that delivery to Kakiri Site is done - protect windows by building them in ..



Site clearance ;(75%) 

The site is being cleared of all bushes and scrubs for better working and secure space 

Challenges;  

• Unstable price of materials are making it hard for us to budget and run the site properly ,(sand and cement plus

plumbing materials were unexpectedly higher than we had anticipated but with a strong team we always plan and

make it through )

Next week Targets 

• Renovating the roof - start in one area with that - show 100 % video before and after - test with water
• defix roof sheets in that area for that you have work space and that your see your area well - 
• Installation of internal door frames - a photo from every door - both sides - adjust camera to small res.
• Plaster works inside the house - yeah - after checking wires

Water proofing material for the roof 

Supplying of sand on site 



Purchase and supply of plumbing and electrical materials - delivery on Kakiri building site  

Thank you for sending building money

We build your house in Kakiri - weekend now

MGKB BUILDING CONTRACTORS LTD 




